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Spirit 35 Pin Select Seated
Chest Press

£3,495.00

Product Images

Short Description

Allowing you to target your chest muscles, the Spirit 35 Pin Select Seated Chest Press ensures you get a full
range of motion and can choose unilateral or bilateral movements when exercising. With horiztonal grips that
provide a natural converging path of motion during your chest press, this is a comfortable and easy-to-use
selectorised machine from Spirit Fitness.
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The Seated Chest Press is also really well designed including the ergonomic seat and backpad design. Using
the gas-assisted seat adjustment, the easy to use and easily identifiable weight stack and the smooth chest
press action using the grips, this commercial machine offers incredible value for money and is perfect in
commercial or home gym environments.

Why This Machine?
Working your chest muscles is a popular exercise in any gym. Ensuring that any piece of equipment is as
accessible as possible for your audience is not always easy. The Spirit 35 Pin Select range offers a premium
selectorised range for an affordable price.

Perfect for all but the busiest gyms, this seated chest press will be used a lot. Therefore, the premium
upholostery, the simple but effective press action, the 90kg weight stack and gas assisted seat height,
ergonomic  back pad and confrotable grips, all help to create an invaluable piece for your gym floor.

Key Features
90kg weight stack
Horizontal hand grips
Smooth press action
Gas assisted seat adjustment
Unilateral and bilateral motion
Natural converging path of motion
Back pad adjusts for proper range of motion
Smart and stylish grey colour

Additional Information

SKU SP-3504

Weight 245.000000

Equipment Usage Home & Commercial Use

Warranty Full Commercial 3 Year Parts & Labour

Length Dimensions 1107mm

Width Dimensions 1405mm

Height Dimensions 1592mm
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